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1. Introduction
M.S.Baouendi and C.Goulaouic([l]) considered a Fuchsian partial differential
operator with weight ra — k
p =
where m is a positive integer, k is a non-negative integer, 6
m
_/(x) are holomorphic
functions in a neighborhood of x = 0 e Cn, and cJ?Q(ί,x) are holomorphic func-
tions in a neighborhood of (ί, x) = (0, 0) £ C x Cn. In the category of holomorphic
functions, they showed the unique solvability of the characteristic Cauchy problem
, ,
(CP)
 \d3tu\t=o=gj(x) U = 0,l,...,ϋ;(P)-l) (α (P) := m- fc).
under the condition
(A) C ( p )(0;λ)^0 for λ G ω(P) + ΛΓ := {ω(P),ω(P) + 1, . . . },
where C(p)(x; λ) := (λ)
m
 + ^ ti &m-/(x)(λ)
m
-/ with (λ), := ΠCo(λ ~ 0- ^ the
condition (A) is not satisfied, then the Cauchy problem does not necessarily have a
holomorphic solution for every holomorphic Cauchy data. They also gave a similar
result in the category of functions that are of C°° class in t and holomorphic in x.
The polynomial C^(x] λ) of λ is called the indidal polynomial of P, and a root
of £(p)(x; λ) = 0 is called a characteristic index of P at x. A characteristic index λ
is said to be exceptional, if λ e u;(P) + ΛΓ. The case when (A) is not satisfied, that is,
when some characteristic indices at x = 0 are exceptional, is called the exceptional
case.
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H. Tahara ([5],[6] etc.) considered the characteristic Cauchy problems for Fuch-
sian hyperbolic equations in the category of C°° functions on real domains under
the same condition (A). The author ([3]) considered a class of operators wider than
that of Fuchsian operators, and showed the unique solvability of the characteris-
tic Cauchy problems in the category of functions that are of C°° class in t and
holomorphic in x, under the same condition (A) for a similarly defined C(p)(x; λ).
In this article, we consider the exceptional case for a class of operators wider
than that of Fuchsian operators, and construct asymptotic solutions. For Fuchsian
operators, we can easily get "exact" solutions from these asymptotic solutions, using
already known results.
In Section 2, we give the statement of the main theorems. After giving some
preliminary propositions in Section 3, we prove the main theorems in Section 4.
NOTATIONS.
(i) The set of all integers (resp. nonnegative integers) is denoted by Z (resp. N).
Put Z + N := {j G Z : j > 1} for I G Z.
(ii) The real part of a complex number z is denoted by Rez, and the imaginary
part is denoted by Imz.
(iii) Put ι? := tdt.
(iv) For a domain Ω in Cn, we denote by (9(Ω) the set of all holomorphic functions
on Ω.
(v) For a complete locally convex topological vector space £", put
^ = 0 for 0 < j < 7VJ
(N G ΛΓ),
c7ιit(M;£) ~c-l([o,τ\;E)
:= {/(ί) G C°((0,T];E) : tf G C°([0,T]; E)}.
(vi) n(Cx) denotes the universal covering of Cx := C \ {0}.
(vii) For a commutative ring R, the ring of polynomials in λ with the coefficients
belonging to R is denoted by R[X\. The degree of F G R[\] is denoted by
deg
λ
 F. Also, the ring of formal power series of t with the coefficients belong-
ing to R is denoted by R[[t]].
2. Statement of Main Result
Let Ω be a bounded domain in Cn that contains the origin 0. Consider a linear
partial differential operator
(2.1) P= ^ α j?α(t,
j + \a\<m
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of order m > 1, where K G N. Let T > 0 and assume that
Let r(j, α) be the vanishing order of α j?α on the initial surface Σ := {(0, x) :
x G Ω}, that is
(2.2) r(j,α) := sup{r G AT : Γ^ G C°°([0,Γ]; O(Ω))}.
DEFINITION 2.1. (1) Put ω(j, a) := j—r(j, α), which is considered as a weight
of each differential monomial αj5α(£,z)c^<9£. Put ω(P) := maxj+|α|<mα;(j, α),
which is called the weight of P.
(2) Put 6j,a(z) := {aj,a(ί,x)ί"j+ω(p)}|t=0. Especially, we write ^-(z) := 6j?0(x).
In this article, we assume the following two conditions.
(Bl) 6, ,α(x) = 0 if ce^O.
(B2) ω(P) > 0.
DEFINITION 2.2. Put
m
(2.3) C ( p )(x;λ) := yX (x)(λ)j G O(Ω)[λ].
This is a polynomial in λ, and is called the indidal polynomial of P. A root of
C(p)(x; λ) = 0 is called a characteristic index of P at x. A characteristic index λ is
said to be exceptional, if λ G ω(P) + N. Note that if j < ω(P] then 6j (x) = 0, and
hence C^(χ-, λ) = 0 for λ = 0, 1, . . . , ω(P) - 1.
We also assume the following "non-degeneracy" condition for
(B3) 6d(0) ^  0, where d := max{j : bό(x) φ 0 on Ω} = degλ C^p\
For example, Fuchsian partial differential operators satisfy the assumptions (Bl)—
(B3) with ω(P) = m — fc, d = m, and b
m
(x) = 1. The operators considered in [3]
and [4] also satisfy these three assumptions.
As for formal solutions when the condition (A) is satisfied, it is easy to prove
the following.
Proposition 2.3. Assume the conditions (B1)-(B3). For a subdomaίn Ω0 0/Ω
including 0, the following two conditions are equivalent.
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(a) C(p\χ-,λ) ^0 ontto for λ G ω(P) + AT.
(b) /w every /(x,ί) G O(Ω0)[[ί]] fl/iέ/ every 9j(x) G O(Ω0) (0 < j < ω(P) - 1),
there exists a unique formal solution u(t,x) G 0(Ω0)[[ί]] of the characteristic
Cauchy problem
, ,
ι ,
o - ft(χ) (j = o, i, . . . ,ω(p) - 1).
REMARK 2.4. The condition (a) may look like a collection of infinite number
of conditions. If (A) is satisfied, however, then we can always take Ω0 for which the
condition (a) holds, since C^p\x; λ) is a polynomial of λ whose top order coefficient
does not vanish at x = 0.
In order to consider the exceptional case, we assume the following condition
on C^P\X', λ), which means that the exceptional characteristic indices at x — 0 can
be extended holomorphically as characteristic roots.
(E) C(P)(*; λ) = JJ(λ - λj ίa:)
where r G N and
a) λ, G 0(Ω), λ^O) G ω(P) + ΛΓ (1 < j < r),
b) £><p) (0, λ) ^ 0 for every λ G ω(P) + AT.
In [2], the author considered the restricted case when λj are all constants. In
this restricted case, we can give a formal solution u of (CP) in the form
ω(P)-l oo r
«=
j=0 ' j=0 /=0
In general case, we can not expect to have a formal solution of this form. We shall
give formal solutions in a more complicated form.
In order to see what kind of functions we need, let us consider the simplest
example.
EXAMPLE 2.5. P := tdt - λ(x), where λ(x) G O(Ω) and λ(0) = p G N. Note
that C(pϊ(x; λ) = λ — λ(x). By freezing x, we can easily solve the equation Pu = tp
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t" + C
x
tχW (if λ(a ) / p),
u = < (x) ~ P
(logί)ί" + C
x
ί
λ<*) (ifλ(z)=ί>),
where C
x
 is an arbitrary constant that may depend on x. This is not a good
representation since we want solutions that is holomorphic with respect to x. A
good one is
U =
+C(x)tχω ( i f λ ( x ) = p ) ,
where C(x) G O(Ω) is arbitrary.
This example suggests that we need a family of functions such as
_ ι
— - if μx^0
logί if μ(x)=0
where μ £ (9(Ω). Thus, we give the following definitions.
DEFINITION 2.6. (1) Define F^(ZI, . . . ,Zj\t) inductively as follows.
""""
(2.5)
logί (zι=0)
._1
,-
ή
,(2.6) := < zj+1 -
Σ
Also put
It is easy to see that F^(z\,.. . ,Zj , t ) is holomorphic on Cj x 7£(CX) and
symmetric in ( z ι , . . . , Z j ) G C '^. Further, F^')(0, . . . ,0;t) = ( l / j l ) ( l o g t ) j , and if
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0, z i , . . . , Zj are all distinct, then
for some rational functions C i ( z \ , . . . , Z j ) (i = 0,1,..., j) of (z\,... ,Zj). The
function u given by (2.4) can be written as F^l\μ(x)\t).
(2) For μι(z), ..., μ
r
(x) G O(Ω) and h G TV, put
Σ t;/
h=Q
Note that [μi, . . . , μ
r
] = O(Ω) (constant functions with respect to t). Further, if
h < fe, then ^ }[μι, . . . ,μ
r
] C ^ }[μι, . . . ,μ
r
]. If μ, (z) = 0 (1 < j < r), then
Ί
z
 : vl G O(Ω) L
J
By the following proposition, a formal series of the form
p=0
can be considered as an asymptotic series that is an extension of a formal power
series Σ£=o *%(*)• ^ P(X) G °(ΩO)
Proposition 2.7. //"s > 0 andReμι(x)+s > 0 0/2 Ω (1 < / < r), then for every
g(t, x) e J7^00^ [μi, . . . , μ
r
], every (jf, α) G Nn+1, and every compact subset K o/Ω,
ί/zere
sup |ίβ^'a^(ί,x)| — ^  0 (ί -> 0).
x£K
This convergence is considered in an arbitrary finite sector oft G 7£(CX).
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This proposition follows easily from Proposition 3.5 and 3.6 in the next section.
By this proposition, we get the following corollary.
Corollary 2.8. IfReμι(x) + 1 > 0 on Ω (1 < / < r), then for every g(t,x) G
J^°°Vι, ,μr] andeverypeN, there holds t P g ( t , x ) G C^~J([0,Γ];
Now, the following is one of the two main theorems of this article.
Theorem 2.9. Assume the conditions (B1)-(B3) and(E). Put ^ (x) := Xj(x) -
λj(0) (j = 1, 2, . . . , r), and put μo(x) = 0. Take a subdomaίn Ω0 0/Ω including 0
and satisfying the following three conditions.
(a) τ>(pϊ(x',μj(x) +q) / O on Ω0 for every q G ω(P) + N and j = 0, 1,2, . . . ,r.
(b) Ifj φ I, then
 μj(x) -μι(x)#Z\ {0} on Ω0.
(c) Reμj(x) + 1 > 0 on Ω0 (1 < / < r).
Then, for every f = ^ °10 f j ( * ) t j £ O(Ω0)[[ί]] β«rf βw/y ^  G O(Ω0) (0 < j <
ω(P) — 1), ίΛ^re e^/51^ a formal solution of the Cauchy problem (CP) /« the form
(2.7) *(*,*)=
j=0 ' p=0
G ^ r+mp) [^ ! , . . . , μ
r
]. 7/2 oί/z^r words, for every N e N, there holds
ω(P)-l , v JV \ TV
ύfr^ β// constants in addition, then we can take vp G ύ\ for every
, that isυp(t,x) = ΣLo^K^Oogί)^ where vp,ι G O(Ω0) (p >°0;0 < / < r).
REMARK 2.10. (1) We can always take Ω0 satisfying (a)-(c), since μj(0) = 0
(1 < j < r) and since T>^ is a polynomial of λ whose top order coefficient does
not vanish at x = 0.
(2) The condition (c) is needed for d3tu — QJ(X) = o(l) (t —> 0). The condition (c)
and Corollary 2.8 implies that tω^+pvp G C
ω
f^t
}+p
~
l([^,T}',O(^)) (p G AT).
EXAMPLE 2.11. Consider P = tdt — tdx — x — t. There exists a solution
u = < t + x
logt (if x = —t)
of Pu — 1. This solution can be rewritten as
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p=0
which is a solution in the form (2.7) with ω(P) = 0 and vp(t,x)
X, . . . , χ; t). As a matter of fact, for every constant α,
p=0
is also a formal solution in the form (2.7). Thus, the formal solution in Theorem
2.9 is not unique in general.
Finally, we consider exact solutions.
Theorem 2.12. In addition to the assumptions of Theorem 2.9, assume that
there exist Γ0 > 0 and a domain ΩQ of Cn including 0 for which the following
well-posedness of the flat Cauchy problem holds.
(F) For every f e Cj?
αt([0, T]; O(Ω0)), there exists a unique u e
O)) such thatPu = fon [0,Γ0] x Ω£.
Σ *
Γ/M?/I, /or every / e C°°([0,T];σ(Ω)) «/2<af every ^ e O(Ω) (0 < j < ω(P) - U
ίAere exists an exact solution u e Cw^p)~1([0, Γ0]; O(Ωό)) o/(CP) whose asymptotic
expansion is the formal solution given in Theorem 2.9, in the sense that for every
N G N, there holds
Note that the Fuchsian operators and the operators considered in [3] satisfy the
condition (F).
We can also consider another version of the existence of exact solutions by
considering a sector S
Θ
(T) := {t e ^(C^ : |ί| < T, | argί| < 9} instead of (0,T).
We, however, omit the detail.
REMARK 2.13. We can obtain similar theorems for C°°(U) instead of O(Ω). We
omit the detail since the proof is almost the same. Note that Fuchsian hyperbolic
operators considered by H.Tahara satisfy the assumption corresponding to (F) in
the case of C°°(U) and hence we can also obtain exact solutions.
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3. Preliminaries
In this section, we study some basic properties of the functions F^\ZI, . . . , Zj\ t)
and of the function spaces .7^ [μi, . . . , μ
r
].
We write z\j] := (z\, . . . , Zj), which are considered as variables of C 7, and write
a[j] :=(al,...,aj)eW.
The following lemma is trivial by the definition and the symmetry.
Lemma 3.1.
dzl(F^(z[j\ t)) = F^(z[j},Zl;t), (1 < / < j)
By a repeated use of this lemma, we can easily show the following.
Proposition 3.2.
9^j(F{j\z[j}; ί)) = a[j}\F^a^(z[j},
where a[j]l := α^! . . . ctjl, \a[j]\ := QI + . . . + αj, and
The following proposition gives the principal meaning of F^(z\j]]t).
Proposition 3.3.
(tf -
 Zj-r+1) ...(ΰ- zj)Fd\z[j\ t) = F^~r\z\j - r ] ; t ) (j>r> 1).
Proof. We have
kι+...+k.j=p-j
1
 Σ
P>3 ^
= Y" i(W*y V
/—/ r>l
Further, we have
Σ ^-^ =
fci+...+fcj=p-.7 + l fcι+...+fc., _ι=p-j + l
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Σ 'ί
1
 •••*?')*>'
where the last term is 0 if p = j - I. Hence, ϋF^(z\j]]t] = F^~l\z[j - l];ί) +
ZjF(j\z\j]]t), that is,
(3.1) (ΰ-zj)FW(z\j] ,t) = FU-V(z\j-l]]t).
Note that this holds also for j = 1. By an iterative use of this formula, we can get
the desired result. D
Proposition 3.4. Let A(x\ λ) G O(Ω)[λ], j G ΛΓ, and μt(x) G O(Ω) (1 < / < j)
(1) 77z£?re ejc&f A j ( x ) G ^(Ω) (' = 1> - - > j) -s^A ί/zβί
),...,μ.( x) ; ί)^A(x;μ j(x))Fω
j = 0, ίACT A(x; ^ )F(0)( ; ί) - A(x; 0)F(0)( ; ί) -
//"/ > deg
λ
 A, then we can take A I ( X ) = 0.
(2) lfA(x\ μι(x)) φ 0 on Ω (0 < / < j), ίAe« the equation
has a solution u of the form
u —
1=0
where uι(x) G 0(Ω).
Proof. (1) We give a proof by the induction on deg
λ
 A. If deg
λ
 A = 0, the
conclusion is trivial.
Assume that the conclusion is valid up to deg
λ
A = m — 1 (ra > 1). Let
deg
λ
 A — πi. We can write as A(x; λ) = A(x\ λ)λ 4- S(x), where deg
λ
 A = m — 1.
Hence, by (3.1) we have
(^
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B(x)FW(μ1(x),...,μj(x) ,t)
i=ι
A(x;
 μj^(x))Ftt-V(μι(x), . . . ,^_1W; ί)
1=1
= A(x;μj(x))FW(μ1(x),...,μj(x);t)
Z=l
where A^\A(^l} <E O(Ω) and A\j](x} = μj(x)A(lj\x) + «i,iA(x;//j_i(x)) +
Λ
(i71}(x) Uo7'"1^*) ΞΞ 0). If / > deg
λ
 A - 1, then A\j\x) = A\j~l)(x) = 0 by
the induction hypothesis. Hence, i f / > deg
λ
 A(> 1) then A\j\x) = 0.
(2) We give a proof by the induction on j. If j = 0, then (l/A(x; 0))F(°)( ; t) =
(x; 0) is a solution of A(x; ΰ}u = FW(", t) = 1.
Assume that the conclusion is valid up to j — 1. By (1), we have
1 = 1
where B\ G O(Ω) (1 < / < j). Since we can solve
by the induction hypothesis, we can get the desired solution u. D
Proposition 2.7 is a simple corollary of the following two propositions.
Proposition 3.5. Let s > 0 and put Ω
s
[j] := {2 [7'] <G Cj : Rez/ + s > 0 (1 <
i < j)}' For every compact subset K[j] o f Ω
s
\ j ] , there holds
sup tsF^(z[j} t)\-^0 (ί^O).
/5 convergence is considered in an arbitrary finite sector oft e
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Proof. Let j = 1. We can write as
/
i
ί
zισlogίdσ,
and there exists e > 0 such that Re(zισ + s) > e for z\ G If [1] and σ G [0,1].
If t = \t\eίθ and |0| < M, then |^1<7+s| < \t\x*(zlff+3)eM\im(z^+s)\ and |logί| =
log \t\ + iθ\ <\ log |ί|| + M. Hence, we have
sup I
Assume that the conclusion is valid up to j. By Cauchy's integral formula, we
have
sup \dXj{t'F<»(z[j];t)}\-+0 (ί-0)
*bl€* [j]
for every compact subset ^[j] of Ω
s
[7']. Hence, from
we have
sup \t'F<J+»(z\j + l ] ; t ) \ - + Q (t -f 0)
for every compact subset jFί[j + 1] of fl
s
[j + 1]. D
Proposition 3.6. Lei μι,...,μ
r
 e O(Ω) β/zrf feί /ι e N.
( 1 ) Ifg(t,x)€ ?(nh) [μι,...,μr], then
(2) 7/fli(ί, x) e
(3)
d
xtg(t,x) € ^ft+1)[μι, -Mr] (1 < i < n).
//* //I (x ) , . . . , μ
r
(x) are all constants, in addition, then
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d
xig(t, x) G T™ [μι, . . . , μr] (1 < ί < n).
Proof. (1) follows from Proposition 3.4 (1). (2) follows from the definition.
(3) follows from Lemma 3.1 and the definition. Π
Now, we consider the key equation
(3.2) C(x; &)υ = g(t,x),
where C(x\ λ) G O(Ω)[λ] and g G ^ Vi> . . . ,μ
r
Proposition 3.7. Lei μ1? . . . , μr G O(Ω) and r' G N. Put μo(x) = 0. Assume
that C(x] λ) can be decomposed as
Z=l
(a) {ji,...,jr'} C {!,..., r},
(b) P(x;λ)6θ(Ω)[λ],
(c) V(x\ μ ι ( x } ) φ 0 on Ω (0 < / < r).
ΓAe«, /or h e N and for every g(t, x) G Fςf* [μi, . . . , μ
r
], there exists a solution
υ(t,x) G f^+r^\μ\, - ,μr] o/^ equation (3.2).
Proof. By Proposition 3.4 (2), we have a solution w G ^  [μι,...,μ
r
]
of V(χ-,ϋ)w — g(t,x). By Proposition 3.3, we also have a solution υ G
)τ; = tι;(ί,x). D
1=1
By a repeated use of Proposition 3.7, we prove Theorem 2.9 in the next section.
4. Proof of Main Theorems
In this section, we prove Theorems 2.9 and 2.12.
Proof of Theorem 2.9. Put G(ί, x) := Σ,^~l(9j(x)/J]')tJ and u = G(*» x) +
tω(p)u. If we put J~ f- P(G) and P(ίZ) := P(tω^u), then the equation Pu = /
is equivalent to PS = /. The operator P = P o £ω(p) is an operator of the form
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(2.1) with ω(P) = 0, and P satisfies the conditions (B1)-(B3). Further, C(?)(x; λ) =
C(p\x; X + ω(P)), and hence P satisfies the condition (E). Assumptions (a)-(c) also
hold for P. Thus, without loss of generality, we may assume that ω(P) = 0.
By the condition (Bl), we can expand P formally with respect to t as
1=1
where Bt(x,dx;ΰ) = Ylj+\a\<mbl,j,a(x)d^ with bu,a(x) € O(Ω). By Proposition
3.6, we have
<#,*)€ 4Λ>ι,...,μ
r
]^B,(^^
Substituting / = Σ™=otP > f P ( x ) an^ u = Σ£Lo *%(*>*) into Pu = /> we βet
infinite number of equations
(R)p
1=1
(p = 0, 1, . . .). (Note that ϋ(t*>v) = tP(ϋ+p)υ.)
For p G AT, put rp := #{j G {1, . . . ,r} : λj(0) = p}, where #A denotes the
cardinal of a set A, and put Rp := Σf=o π. Note that Rp < r for every p e N.
First, consider the equation (R)o We have /o(#) G O(Ω0) = J7^ [μι, - ,Mr]
We can apply Proposition 3.7 on Ω0 to C(x λ) := C^p\x',\), by taking r; := r0,
considering j i , . . . , j V as those j that satisfy λj(0) = 0, and putting P(x; λ) :=
" Mj(^) ~ Λj(°)) ^(P)(χ5Λ) Hence, we can get a solution υ0(t,x) G
Next, assume that vp(t,x) G ^ op+mp^[μι,. . . ,μr] are solutions of (R)p (0 <
p < q — 1). We have
1=1
We can apply Proposition 3.7 on Ω0 to C(x\ λ) := C(p\x',\ + q), by taking r' \— rq,
considering ji,...,^ as those j that satisfy λj(0) = q, and putting X>(#; λ) :=
+ ^) ^(p)(χ;λ + 9) Hence, we can get a solution
q ) r i
 f / R x[μi , . . . , μ
r
j or (Kj9.
Thus, we get a formal solution u — Σ^
=0t
p
vp(t,x) of Pu = /, where vp G
v
 -\-rnp) T ι ^_ Λ-(r+mp) r iμ
'[μι,. ,μ
r
] C^
o
 ^[μ!,...,//,.].
If λj are all constants, then μj(x) = 0 (0 < j < r), and we have
g(t,x) € 4ft)[0] =» Btx
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( j-ί ^by the last comment in Proposition 3.6 (3). Hence, we can take vp G F^J [0] C
JF^fO] in the argument above. Since [^0] = θ[
=0O(Ω0)(logί)/ as is stated in
Definition 2.6, we get the desired results. D
Proof of Theorem 2.12. We have only to construct υ G Cω^-l([Q,T]-, O(Ω0))
such that / - Pv G Cfi
at([Q,T]; 0(Ω0)) and that the asymptotic expansion of v is
the formal solution given in Theorem 2.9. In fact, if we can construct such υ9 then by
the assumption (F), we can take w G Cff
at([Q,TQ]; O(Ωό)) such that Pw = f - Pv.
Thus, we get the desired exact solution u := υ -f- w of (CP).
Take ψ(t) G C°°[0,oc) such that ψ(t) = 1 for [0,1/2] and ψ(t) = 0 for
[!,«>). For a formal series u = Σ"^~\9,(x)l3Ψ + ΣΓ=o
J]^0u/(ί,x)ί/ given in Theorem 2.9, we consider
(4.2) v :=
/=o
for suitably chosen e/ > 0. Note that HI G F^\μι, . . . , μ
r
] and that uιtlιφ(t/e{) G
Cy^QO, Γ]; O(Ω)) (/ G N) by Corollary 2.8. Take an increasing sequence {U
n
}
n(ΞN
of subdomains of Ω0 such that Kn := Un are compact subsets of Ω0 and UnC/n = Ω0.
Put \\w\\
n
 :— supzeKn \w(z)\. For every p, / and n, the function tp+ld^uι(t,x] is
bounded on (0,T] x AΓ
n
, by Proposition 2.7 and the condition (c) in Theorem
2.9. Since for every h and q, there holds sup0<t<Γ|ίΛ0tς{^(ί/e)}| < Ce'1"9 with
some constant C independent of e, we can easily show that for every / and k with
0 < k < I — 1, there exists a constant C^k such that
sup \\df(uι(t, )tlφ(t/e))\\ι < Cι
ιke
l
-
k
~
l
 for every e > 0.
0<ί<T
Hence, for every / > 2, we can take e/ > 0 such that
1-2
(4.3) Γ sup ||
Put
TV oo
^
/=0
vN := ^uι(t,x)tlφ(t/eι), rN := ^ Ul(t,x)tlψ(t/eι) (N > ω(P) + 1).
 /=ΛΓ+1
By the estimate (4.3), rN converges in C^~tl([Ό,T\',O(UN+ι)) for every N. By the
construction of HI in the proof of Theorem 2.9, there holds
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Hence, v = VN + ΓN satisfies
v e C»(p^(\0,T] 0(UN+l)}, f-Pve C^-tω(p)-1([0,T\;0(UN+1))
for every N. Thus, we get
). D
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